I. INTRODUCTION
I N the several years since its discovery, the graduate or first-year graduate physics. In parti-= method for obtaining alignment of atomic cular, the dependence of magnetic dipole precesspins known as "optical pumping" has received sional frequency on magnetic field may be easily demonstrated, a straightforward demonstration increasing attention because of its usefulness in a variety of lines of research, including extremely of the Zeeman effect may be given, and perhaps most important, a direct demonstration of the precise measurement of atomic hyperfine strucconcept of spin angular momentum in the electure splittings,*-' the effects of collisional proctron may be given. In this article, we present a cess and other perturbations on atomic energy brief semiquantitative description of the optical level~,'~'~'~' t h e development o f compact highprecision frequency standards and sensitive prepumping process followed by details of an optical pumping apparatus suitable to any of the applicision magnctonleters'.8 and t h e production of cations m e n t i o n e d . free polarized electrons.s Had the development of optical pumping occurred before the develop II. CONCEPTS ment of atomic and molecular beam apparatus, it is safe to assume that it would have played a Despite use of the word "pumping," no transmajor role in advancing our knowledge of atomic port of material is involved, but rather a "pumpand nuclear moments. It still offers a remarkably ing" of atomic spin orientations from an equilisimple means of measuring hyperfine splitting brium distribution over magnetic substates into energies and nuclear spins of certain atoms.
a nonequilibrium distribution in which a preponBecause of the relative simplicity of the techderancc of spins are aligned in a given direction. For simplicity, let us confine our attention to nique and equipment, and the elegance of the observations which are possible with it, we feel the alkali atoms, which have 'S+ ground states. that optical pumping techniques may also bc Transitions from the first excited state to the employed to advantage in a number of interesting ground state involve energies sufficient to give .
. . applications in the teaching of advanced underrise to optical radiation. Since the first excited state is a P state (orbital angular momentum *This work was supported in part by the U. S. Air L= 1). and the total electronic spin S is ), there Force.
'M. Arditi and T. R. Carver, Phys. Rev. 109, 1012 are in this state two possible values of the total (1958); 112, 449 (1958) . electronic angular momentum, i.e., J=I and a. 'Et:. C. Beaty, P. L. Bender. and A. R. Chi, Phys. Rev.
arising from the interactions of the electron with the nuclear magnetic dipole moment and electric quadrupole m o m e n t . T h e different energies leading to this hyperfine structure come from the dependence of the interaction energy on the various quantum-mechanically allowed orientations of the nuclear angular momentum I relative to the total electronic angular momentum J. According to the rules of quantization, the aIlowed combinations are such that the total angular m o m e n t u m F t a k e s on t h e values F = 1+J I + J -1 , . . . , I-J o n l y . A s t i l l further splitting of levels (the Zeeman splitting of the hfs levels) may be produced by application of a wa2 exlerwal magnetic held (Fig. 1, third  column) . This splitting arises from the different energies associated with different orientations of a given I:n-ith the external H field and is directly proportional to H in the low field limit. Again, only orientations of Fxe allowed which give projections ,I*F along t h e I i direction o f %r=F, F -l , . . . , -F. The totality of levels for the ground and first excited states of an alkali atom , with nuclear spin I=3/2 is shown in Fig. 1 . Transitions between levels of different F, the so-called I~sficrfine frunsilions. will i n v o l v e absorption or emission of magnetic dipole radiation, with the attendant rule AF=.O, %l only. Transitions between different tnr levels, with F constant, comprise the Zce!na~r ~QILS~~JJ~S, with the attendant rule Amr =O, -L 1 only.
The principle of optical pumping may now be understood. Imagine a vapor of free Rb atoms, for instance. (I=+ for the isotope Rbs') i n a weak magnetic field leading to Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine structure, and consider the effect of shining a beam of circularly polarized resonance radiation through the vapor. For reasons which will become clear later. let us confine our attention to the D,. or lower energy member of the doublet comprising the resonance radiation. This radiation will be readily absorbed leaving an atom in the 'P, excited state. But if the light is left-circularly polarized (all p h o t o n a n g u l a r momenta parallel to the direction of propagation), then absorption of a photon must lead to a net gain of one unit of angular momentum, if we shine the light in the direction of the external magnetic field vector The process is illustrated i n Fig. 2 , where the various Zeeman levels for permit Atnp=O, fl with equal probability, so that the atom has a probability of 2/3 to return to the ground state with a greater value of ntpi.e., a larger component of spin along the reference axis-than it had originally. The atom may absorb and reradiate again and again. If nothing happens to relax the various tn, level populations between these occurrences, it is apparent that in time all atoms would be "pumped" into the F==2, ml= +2 ground-state level, g i v i n g complete alignment of theatomicspins. Furthermore.
(b) the incident light intensity may be increased, so as to decrease the pumping time relative to the mean relaxation time: (c) various comp o u n d s , generally heavy paraffinlike hydrocarbons such as eicosane or dotriacontane, may be used as wall coatings, since these show much the same neutral effect in collisions as the noble gases."*?'*
The formal equations describing the optical pumping process consist of a set of simultaneous differential equations dcscribine the rate of whenever an atom reaches this level, it can no longer absorb DI radiation, and thus the vapor would in time become transparent to the D, radiation.
In fact, however, collisional processes between different atoms of the vapor, and with the walls of the container in which the atoms are held, cause strong mixing of different PNI levels in both the ground and excited states making the situation less than ideal. The advantages of eliminating the DI radiation,'0 as we have hypothetically done in the above discussion, are now clear. If it were allowed to remain, the *PI excited state would contribute a level with wp= f3, to which the nw=-i-2 ground substate could be raised by DZ absorption. This would then allow an "escape route" for decreasing the polarization of the sample, at least to the extent that the relax-ation processes occur in times short compared to the average lifetime of the excited state. Experimentally, this seems to be the case, and difficulty in obtaining an observable amount of polar&-tion may be encountered unless the Dt radiation is removed from the incident beam by appropriate filters. In addition, one may get a better signal by taking steps to minimize the relaxation processes: (a) a noble gas such as argon or neon, which itself has little tendency to produce depolarization during collisions, may be used as a "buffer gas" pumping to and from each possible substate. The general form for a system having n substates in the ground state is given by the rt equations k=1,2, ..-,n, ( 1 ) where Pt is the occupation probability of the kth substate (thus X&P& = 1, i.e., the probability of being in SDXC substate equals unity), bii represents the probability per unit time of a transition from substate i to substatej of the ground state by absorption and re-emission of a photon, and waif represents the probability per unit time of the corresponding ground state transition induced by any relaxation mechanisms present. Thus for a given state k the first summation term on the right represents the rate of loss from state k to all other states jfk (signified by the prime on the' summation) due to photon-induced transitions and to transitions induced by the relaxation mechanism, and the second' summation represents the rate of transfer to state k from all other states jfk due to the same causes.
If no relaxation mechanism is assumed to 
operate on the excited states, then determination of the b.j can be made from a straightforward application of the standard formulas for electric dipole excitation.I' In the more general (and realistic) case, however. the bi; thus determined must be modified to account for the presence of relaxation in the excited state. The general solution of Eq. (1) has been treated for the limiting cases of no mixing, and complete mixing in the excited and ground states, by Bell and 13loorn' and by Franzen and En$ie.'" Before describing the method of'detecting the attainment of a net polarization in the sample, and of detecting Zeeman and hfs transitions, we wish to point out that to obtain optical pumping, there m+cd be no magnetic field involved, as the direction of propagation of the circularly polarized light itself defines an axis of quantization. In the discussion preceding, we have chosen the situation in which a magnetic field does exist, because it seems easiest to give a lucid description in this case, and it is the one almost always encountered experimentally. In the absence of 'any II field one obviously cannot observe Zecnran transitions, as all the WF levels are degenerate in energy, although not in angular momentum. In this case orientation of the sample may still be observed through the medium of hyperfine transitions.
The detection of optical pumping may be accomplished quite simply," since the light beam responsible for the pumping also will indicate that pumping has taken place. For, as noted above, the vapor. will become to a certain extent transparent to the incident resonance radiation when a time has elapsed sufficient to allow a nonequilibrium population to be built up in the , , higher' tlrr substatcs-typically a few tens of milliseconds. If anything is now done to disturb this new population distribution, the absorption of the vapor will again increase. The simplest way to achieve this is to reverse the external magnetic field, carrying the atomic spinswith it." Then the states of negative wr, relative to the axis defined by the light beam, will suddenly become the most heavily populated, and strong "E. U. light absorption will occur as these are pumped back toward positive values. A simple phototube detector connected to an oscilloscope and monitoring the transmitted light intensity serves as the detector of optical pumping. This method, although sufficient to illustrate the presence of atomic alignment, does not reveal information of much interest. If, however, an rf or microwave signal of a proper frequency to cause Zeeman or hyperfine transitions is applied to the sample, the light absorption of the sample will again increase as long as the signal lasts, and after that will immediately start to decrease until the upper 01~ states again attain their maximum populations under the influence of the pumping radiation. Thus optical detection of Zeeman and hfs transition frequencies is. made possible. which gives theoptical pumping method its considerable advantage and simplicity compared to atomic beam experiments or other types of resonance t e c h n i q u e s .
Only a brief discussion of the most straightforward features of optical pumping has been given here. The literature contains many detailed theoretical discussions and specific applications of optical pumping techniques, and gives further details of experimental refinements which may be applied to the apparatus as it is outlined in the following section. We wish to emphasize, however, that the system as described in the following is fully capable of illustrating a number of fundamental concepts in modern atomic physics:
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A schematic diagram of the required apparatus is shown in Fig. 3 . The two alkali elements on which optical pumping may most easily be accomplished are sodium and rubidium. Of these, Rb pumping is hampered by the lack of intense. light sources, but otherwise presents distinct advantages over Na pumping. These are (a) the low melting point of Rb (39'C) which allows sufficient vapor pressure for good pumping at a temperature of 35-X'C, in contrast to the IOO-140°C needed for Na, and (b) the large separation of the DI and D, lines (7947 A and 7SO0 A, respectively) allowing relatively inexpensive and efficient removal of the D, line by the use of interfercnce filters. In the following discussion, we Y L mn p l l l l ! -f
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operation. A bath of heated silicone oil around the bare bulb may be required for optimum temperature control. and in any case will usually result in a severalfold increase of resonance light output. The temperature and lamp current should both be kept below the point where the light begins to take on a whitish color-a uniform raspberry color seems to be best.
Almost any lens will do to focus light on the resonance bulb. Since an interference filter must, be used to remove the Dz line,'3a thedivergenceof the beam passing through the filter must be kept small (less than about 8' half-angle). The best compromise between light gathering power and low divergence is obtained by using a Z-or j-in. diam lens of short focal length, with the lamp placed approximately at the focus. shall consider 
A. General Apparatus
Osram lamps are probably the most suitable commercial sources of resonance radiation. They are designed to start on 220-v ac, but after warmup they can, and must. be switched to dc to eliminate 60-cycle modulation. They can be readily driven by 24-to 30-v dc and generally require a little less than the maximum rating of 1.5 amp to obtain the best light quality. The bulbs need not be run in a vertical position, despite the manufacturer's instructions. Some bulbs may show low-frequency oscillations even under dc operation. The frequency and amplitude of these oscillations seems to be a function of bulb temperature, trnding to be worse at low temperature. For ease in controlling the bulb temperature, the outer vacuum jacket may be removed; and this is often enough to improve A set of Helmholtz coils about 15 or 16 in. in diameter will produce a field of enough uniforrnity to give reasonably narrow resonance lines. Depending on local magnetic field conditions, it map be desirable to place a second .
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Helmholtz pair at right angles to the first to eliminate any appreciable transverse field components. A l t e r n a t i v e l y , the whole a p p a r a t u s may be tilted so that its axis lies along the local external field direction. One or two gauss of applied field is sufficient to give good resonances at convenient frequencies, although generally not enough to allow resolution of individual Zeema" transitions arising from nonlinear terms in the field dependent expression for the Zeema" splitting. It is quite possible to observe resonances with the apparatus aligned in the earth's field alone, but some applied field is recommended, because of the flexibility thus allowed.
If Rb is used. the resonance bulb may conveniently be warmed by directing a low velocity stream of warm air at the bulb. Heating coils, blower motors, etc. should be kept from the immediate neighborhood of. the resonance bulb to avoid m o d u l a t i o n or distortion of the magnetic field. It will often be found that sufficient Rb vapor will be present at room temperature to observe a good resonance signal. although a bulb which has stood for some time, or a new bulb, may require preliminary heating to a temperature of at least 50 or 60°C. It has often bee" observed, particularly with new bulbs, that a satisfactory resonance cannot be obtained unless some Rb has been deposited on the walls of the bulb itself and then cleared off by using a gentle flame. A deposit of Rb in the filling neck alone is often not sufficient. This does not apply if a wall coating is to be used.
B. Resonance Bulbs
Spherical bulbs with approximately ZOO-300 cl+ capacity are h a n d i e s t , a s they are large enough to provide long wall diffusion times and small enough so that a relatively uniform Ilficld m a y be provided over the bulb volume without "se of excessively large Helmholtz coils. Bulbs much larger than the cross section of the resonance tight beam passing through them should be avoided. Proper preparation of resonance bulbs, although straightforward, is rather tedious and may require some practice. The bulbs s h o u l d be cleaned with chromic acid or a similar cleaning solution and thoroughly rinsed and dried before attachment to a vacuum system for evacuation.
They should be pumped to at least 5 x10-I mm H g while bring simultaneously baked at 250-3OO'C for about 24 hr. A small oven of asbestos board heated with a glow coil is suitable for baking. Free alkali metals may be obtained b y reduction, in vacuum, of their chloride salts by heating with finely divided calcium metal," but this method is quite troublesome and may sometimes fail to yield sufficient free metal. It is generally easier to introduce the pure metal into the vacuum system. Metallic Rb may be obtained" in sealed ampules which may be stored under toluene after opening. The latter, being quite volatile, is easily pumped from the sample after it is sealed into the vacuum system. A small piece of. the metal is placed in a constricted s i d e a r m o n t h e resonance b u l b and a f t e r a pressure of lo-' or IO-' mm has been. reached, a preliminary distillation should be made to get rid of volatile impurities." Pumping and baking of the bulb are then continued until the lowest possible pressure has been reached. whereupon the bulb is allowed to cool and a thin visible filmof Rh is distilled into it. If a wall costing is to be used, this should be distilled into the bulb from another s i d e a r m before the Rb is introduced. or if a buffer gas is to be used, this is let into the bulb to a pressure of 2 to 5 cm of mercury after the introduction of the Rb. Only spectroscopically pure gx? should be used. After seating off and removing the bulb from the vacuum system, as large an area of the walls as possible should be cleared of any visible Rb film by gentle heating..
C. Detection
An rf or microwave signal of the proper frequency applied to a bulb being optically pumped will induce Zeeman or hyperfine transitions between various energy levels. The resonant frequency depends on the magnetic field present and on the particular transition to be observed. Rules allowing a calculation of the Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine levels (AF=O, Am,= &l) and the hyperfine level splitting (OF= ii) has the advantage of convenience. Unless a light As the dc field is varied the wobbling field is of source of more than average intensity is to be course carried along and so cuts the HO line at varying times. The argument is similar if one u s e d so as t o give rapid r e p u m p i n g , h i g h e r h o l d s t h e d c field f i x e d a n d slowly varies t h e wobbling frequencies should be avoided. Modu-frequency. lation of a few percent of the applied field is sufficient, although if the dc field is particularly Natural rubidium consists of a mixture of two homogeneous, a modulation amplitude of much isotopes, Rb" and Rb", in the ratio 72 to 28oJo, less than this will be adequate, and may even be with nuclear spins of S/2 and 3/2, respectively.
. provided by stray 60-cycle fields in the Each isotope thus has a d i f f e r e n t Zeeman and The appearance of a typical Zeeman resonance signal in Rb is presented in Fig. 5 . Here the external magnetic field is sufficiently weak, and the resonance is sufficiently broadened by field inhomogeneities, that the individual Zeeman transition frequencies between different tnr levels are not resolved, although in principle their resolution is quite feasible.
IV. CONCLUSION
The basic theory-and constructional features for an optical pumping apparatus suitable for observing Zeeman splitting of hyperfine levels, and hyperfine transition frequencies have been outlined above. At the cost of slightly more complexity, several other intersting experiments may be performed. a few of which are mentioned in the following.
In addition to Zeeman and hyperfine structure resonance frequencies in the limited number of atoms-susceptible to direct optical pumping, resonances may be observed in other atoms and i n free electrons by "secondary" optical pumping.'JO If certain types of foreign atoms are precent in the alkali vapor being optically pumped, some orientation will be imparted to these by spin exchange collisions with oriented alkali atoms. Appropriate resonance frequencies may then be applied to study transitions in this new system of oriented atoms. At resonance; the orientation of the foreign atoms will be destroyed and therefore alignment will be taken from the alkali system in subsequent collisions until the system again reaches equilibrium. During the interval before equilibrium is n&n reached, the alkali system will show increased opacity to the resonance light, and thus acts not only to orient the foreign atoms, but also to detect their subsequent disorientation by an rf resonance signal.
Instead of foreign atoms, one may inject free electrons and detect their spin flip resonance frequency, Y,, from which the electron gyromag- 
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netic ratio g, may be determined according to the relation g.=Jiv,/~dl, where po is the Bohr magneton and H the applied magnetic field. Since in practice the latter is difficult to determine accurately, Y, may be compared with the frequency of an alkali Zeeman resonance by alternately observing the two resonance signals in the same held. One thus dcte4nes.g. in terms of the g factor of the alkali atom involved. Since the latter can be readily calculated with good precision, one ultimately may obtain g. itself.' One may easily obtain free electrons by applying a strong rf signal of a few megacycles for a few milliseconds duration to a tuned coil surrounding the projecting neck of a resonance bulb, or more easily, directly to an electrode sealed through the wall of the bulb. A momentary discharge in the buffer gas provides a large number of free electrons. If the ionization pulsing is synchronized to the magnetic wobbling frequency in such a way as to allow at least several milliseconds to elapse between pulsing and the time the field reaches the electron resonance value. so that the electron-alkali system will have come to equilibrium, a weak electron resonance signal (-10. to 100 times less than the alkali resonance signal) can be detected. Such a resonance is shown in Fig. 6 . The ratio of bound to free electron ,o factors may be measured to at least three significant figures by this method with quite a crude setup, and to better accuracy if more pains are taken.
Several other variations and/or extensions of the technique of optical pumping are possible and have recently appeared in the IiteraturcP
We wish again to emphasize the simplicity of the V. ACKNOWLEDGMENT f u n d a m e n t a l concepts and apparatus, however, and the fact that the technique allows a basic No consistent attempt has been made in this d e m o n s t r a t i o n to be given of the c o n c e p t s o f article to refer in the footnotes to the earliest q u a n t i z a t i o n of angular momentum and the work in any given facet of optical pumping.
vector addition of angular momenta and associRather, I have attempted to list what I hope may ated magnetic moments in atomic structure. be the most helpful references in each given case.
The demonstration is particularly forceful if the For any sins of omission, I beg the pardon of basic apparatus is extended to m a k e possible the those involved. I also wish to express gratitude observation of free electron spin.
to Dr. A. K. Mann for helpful suggestions in the preparation of this manuscript.
Ruby Laser Operation in the Near IR*
In the course of experiments with a pulsed reflector laser of the type described by Hellwarth a n d .\IcClug'.' we h a v e observed a stimulated e m i s s i o n a t approximately 7670 .I accompanying the usual 6943 A emission. For the particular laser used t h e energy at that at 6913 1. 7670 f, is about one fifth The collimination of the beam appears to be about six milliradians at both wavelengths. The wavelength 7670 . & does not coincide with the wavelength of any lines which have been reported' in the fluorescent spectrum of ruby.
The experimental arrangement uses a :X3 inch ruby. polished on all surfaces. which had a 90-C axis with respect to the cylinder axis. The fabry-Perot interferometer was formed by external dielectric flats with 99.8 per cent reflectivity and 50 percent reflectivity, respectively. The reflectivity varied only slightly over the wavelength region of interest. The optical siwtching was provided by a nitrobenzene-filled Kerr cell and a Wollaston prism. The hmp energy was supplied from a transmission line and the resulting light pulse had a nearly square shape in time with a duration of about 350 rs&. The Kerr cell was adjusted to open 400 pw alter the initiation of the light pulse. The 6943 A radiation was isolated by w i n g a n interference filter of 50 A half width. The 7670 2, radiation was separated by means of Wratlen 86.4 low-pass filter. Metallic film neutral density filters were used fur attenuation where needed A 925 phototube with an S-l cathode was used a a detector for most of the measurements, although a type 6217 photomultiplier with an S-IO cathode was used in some of the initial measurements This latter tube was discarded because the sensitivity of the S-10 cathode is a strong function of wavelength Using the same filters, the absolute energy at each wavelength was measured with a calorimeter of the type described by Li and
Sims.' These measurements were made at a driving energy of 575 joules into the flashtube and showed an output of about 200 millijoules at 6913 .< and 30 to 40 millijoules at 7670 h The wavelength was obtained using a modified Bechman DU spectrophotometer as a monochromator. This limits the wavelength accuracy to about 515 h When the Kerr cell is disabled, the laser operates in the 'classical" fashion. In this mode of operation we have not observed any 7670 A radiation although our equipment is such that a fraction oi a millijoule should. be detectable.
Our observations of the pulse shape indicate that the width of the pulse at both wavelengths is 16-20 nsec (the resolving time of our equipment). In the case of the 6943 r\ emission two or three such pulses with spacings of 20 nsec arc common. Successive pulses have rapidly decreasing amplitude. At 7670 ;\ the secondary pulses are much smaller in fact more than a minute second pulse has never been observed E. J. Woodbury W. K. NG Hughes Aircraft Co.
Culver City, Calif.
